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Abs t r ac t .  We use Girard's linear logic (LL) to produce a semantics for 
Gamma, a multiset transformation language. The semantics improves 
on the existing structured operational semantics (SOS) of the language 
by highlighting Gamma's inefficiencies, which were hidden by the SOS. 
We propose a new logic called local linear logic (Local LL), which adds 
locMity-consciousness to the resource-consciousness of linear logic. As 
a case study, we use this logic to propose a new semantics for Gamma. 
The new semantics suggests an annotation of Gamma which increases its 
efficiency without compromising its programming style. We show how the 
new semantics also gives us a better understanding of parallel Gamma 
and its implementation, and offers insight into the nature of chemical- 
reaction based computational models in general. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Languages based upon the chemical reaction model combine terse expression 
of parallel programs with terrible efficiency problems. G a m m a  [9] is such a lan- 
guage. The  tendency has been to view the efficiency problem as either a mat te r  
for implementors  to overcome, or a reason to abandon such languages altogether. 
Abandoning such languages altogether would be a shame, as they possess some 
pleasing mathemat ica l  properties [22]. They are also showing themselves useful 
as abs t rac t  languages for describing physical and biological phenomena [28]. The 
persistence of Linda [17, 16] in the programming community also bears witness 
to the usefulness of the paradigm. We believe tha t  instead of abandoning these 
languages, we should a t t empt  to reap the benefits of these languages without 
reaping the whirlwind. 

A tradit ional  SOS of these languages doesn' t  help clarify the issue, be- 
cause it captures possible execution traces while ignoring the cost of termin- 
at ion detection (linked to the cost of finding data).  For example, extant  SOS of 
G a m m a  [21, 15] use quantifiers to express the presence in the multiset  of data  
with part icular  properties,  which obscures tha t  it is the cost of finding these 
da ta  which cripples the implementations.  This is unfortunate,  for an SOS is oth- 
erwise an ideal vehicle for studying languages without the need to produce an 
implementa t ion with all its associated clouding of the essential characteristics of 
the language for which it was written. We show tha t  Girard 's  Linear Logic [18] 
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can be used to provide a semantics for G a m m a  which highlights its parallelism, 
non-determinism and inefficiencies. We propose a locality-conscious variant of 
LL which enables us to reason about  both the cost of reproducing da ta  and the 
cost of relocating data,  and show the benefits of this approach for understand-  
ing the costs of maintaining an ordered data  s tructure and the part i t ioning of 
da ta  on a parallel platform. This logic provides the theoretical underpinning for 
adding an annotat ion to G a m m a  to improve its efficiency without altering the 
basic, compelling, style of the language and of the programs writ ten therein. 

This paper  is structured as follows. We first give a brief introduction to the 
language G a m m a  and to linear logic. The next two sections describe how we 
translate  G a m m a  functions into linear logic formulae, and how the execution 
of these programs in G a m m a  correspond to steps in linear logic proof  trees. 
Following that ,  we describe the shortcomings of the approach and suggest a 
solution, in the form of a refinement both of linear logic and of the G a m m a  
model. We discuss the benefits yielded by these refinements. Finally, we draw 
our conclusions, survey related work, and discuss possibilities for future research. 

2 G a m m a  

G a m m a  is a non-deterministic language for the t ransformation of multisets pro- 
posed by Le M~tayer and Ban&tre [9]. I t  combines a pleasing declarative pro- 
gramming style with the possibility of massively parallel implementations.  I ts  
abst ract  syntax is shown in Fig. 1. G a m m a  is designed as a general-purpose 
language, and has been used to describe a number  of programs [10, 27]. The 
computat ional  model is based upon a chemical reaction: an initial multiset is 
t ransformed repeatedly as functions are applied to its elements. The t ransform- 
ations continue, with the products of old reactions being re-used in new reactions, 
until no more reactions are possible. This occurs either when the multiset con- 
tains too few elements to provide enough arguments to any function, or when 
no permuta t ion  of the elements satisfies the boolean conditional of any function. 
The arguments of a function can be thought  of as the reagents and the results 
as the products of a chemical reaction. 

Multiple functions in a single program can be combined using two connect- 
ives. The first is writ ten 'o '  and is a right-associative composition of two func- 
tions, f l  o f2  performs f2  as many  times as possible and then f l  as many  
times as possible. The  second connective is written ' + '  and indicates the parallel 
interleaving of two functions. For example,  f 1 + f2  will repeatedly apply either 
f l  or f2  to the set until neither can be applied. In the case tha t  both  functions 
can be applied, a choice between them is made non-deterministically. 

An SOS-style semantics for Gamma,  as given in [21], is shown in Fig. 2. 
A pair (R, A) is a function (with its name elided). R is the reaction condition, 
which is a boolean conditional corresponding to the ' i f . . . '  clause in the abst ract  
syntax. A is the action, which is a function returning a multiset of expressions 
to be added to the multiset. Its syntax corresponds to '[exp [: type]] + '  in the 
abstract  syntax. M is the multiset. 
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system = function { [exp]* } 

function = 
I 
I 

fn ( [tup [:: typel] + ) =~ [exp [: type]] + if exp 
function + function 
function o function 

tup = id 
I ( tup ,  t u p )  

Fig .  1. The essentials of the abstract syntax of Gamma. Expressions ('exp') are 
built out of constants, variables ('id') and operators. We do not allow function 
names ('fn') in expressions. 

((R, A), M) -+ ((R, A), (M - {Xl. xn} (l) 
U A ( x l . . . x n ) ) )  

if 3Xl. . .x,~ E M . R ( x l . . . x n )  

(P2, M) -+ M 
(P~ o P2, M) --+ (P1, M) (3) 

(P2, M) --+ (P~, M') 

(P~ + P2, M) -+ (P~ + P~, M') (5) 

(P1,M)--+ M (P2,M)--+ M 

(P1 + Pc, M) --+ M (7) 

((R, A), M) --+ M (2) 
if -~3xl . . . xn  C M.R(xl  . . .x~)  

(P2, M) ~-~ (P~, M') 
(Pa o P~, M) --+ (P~ o P.~', M') (4) 

(P~, M) -+ (P~, M') 

(P1 +/:'2, M) --~ (P~ + P2, M') (6) 

Fig.  2. An SOS-style semantics for Gamma 

The Gamma model is related to the models of UNITY [12], Action Sys- 
tems [6, 7], Linda and the Chemical Abstract Machine of Berry and Boudol [11]. 
All four related formalisms use the metaphor of a chemical reaction as their 
computational model, although only the latter two use multisets (tuple spaces) 
as their only data  types. 

The chemical reaction metaphor allows the expression of algorithms which 
contain a high degree of data  parallelism. For example, the Gamma implement- 
ations described in [13, 32, 20] all exhibit potential data parallelism up to the 
limits imposed by the hardware (the nature of the data  may restrict this in 
practice). Furthermore, in Gamma, multiple functions can be applied simultan- 
eously to arbitrary disjoint subsets of the multiset. This latter property might 
incline one to believe that  parallel implementations of Gamma could achieve 
good scalability. Unfortunately, this has transpired not to be the case. We dis- 
cuss why this is not the case in due course. 
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2.1 An Example Gamma Program 

An example Gamma program 'addup' is given in Fig. 3. It finds the sum of a 
multiset of numbers, by repeatedly replacing each pair of numbers with their 
sum. It continues until there are not enough elements in the set to provide it 
with its arguments: this single element is the sum of all the elements in the 
original multiset. We can 'execute' this program using the SOS rules of Fig. 2. 
A possible execution trace is shown in Fig. 3. 

addup (x, y) =~ x + y if True { . . .}  

((True, x + y), {1, 2, 3, 4}) 
(a) 

((True, x + y), {3, 3, 4}) 

((True, x+y) ,{6 ,4})  

((True, x+y) ,{10})  
(2) 

{10} 

Fig.  3. The program 'addup' (on the left) and an example execution according 
to the SOS (on the right). The boldface numbers on the right-hand side indicate 
which SOS rule was used for each step. Many other execution trees are possible, 
as the SOS is non-deterministic. 

The SOS shows the result of executing the program, without having to im- 
plement the language. However, the SOS fails to highlight Gamma's  inefficiency, 
for the presence of quantifiers in the SOS hides the cost of finding data  with the 
required properties for a function to be applied. We show how linear logic can 
be used to generate a semantics which highlights this information, as well as a 
number of other interesting properties which were not immediately obvious from 
the SOS given above. The SOS is also an interleaving semantics rather than a 
parallel semantics. It may well be possible to address the first of these criticisms 
by refining the SOS, but  the second criticism cannot be so addressed. 

3 L i n e a r  L o g i c  

Linear logic was proposed as an alternative to conventional intuitionistic and 
classical logics, wherein the structural rules of weakening and contraction were 
removed and replaced with more restricted variants. The result is a logic of 
resources: the effect of using a formula in a derivation is that  the formula is 
destroyed. If it is desired that  a particular formula be copied or discarded, it 
must be labelled with an 'exponential '  symbol to indicate tha t  this is the case. 
Otherwise, no copying or discarding of formulae is allowed. If the mantra  for 
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classical logic is ' t ru th  is free', then that  for linear logic is ' computa t ion  is not 
free'. The current work is not intended to be an introduction to linear logic. 
Excellent introductions are to be found in many of the papers cited above, and 
in [31, 4]. 

The contribution of linear logic, from the point of view of computer  science, 
is tha t  it allows reasoning about  the number of storage operations required and 
formulae which must  be discarded in order that  a particular result be generated. 
In functional languages in particular,  this allows reasoning about  the costs of 
part icular  evaluation strategies and has inspired work in type systems [24, 8, 33, 
1]. 

We use a somewhat  nonstandard set of rules for our presentation of classical 
linear logic. We use a combination of Girard 's  original notation for the mul- 
tiplicative fragment  of the logic, Yetter 's  ~ rule [35], from his Cyclic LL, and 
variants of the polynomiMly-bounded exponentials from Girard, Scedrov and 
Scott 's  Bounded LL [19]. We also extend the latter notion by allowing a spe- 
cial case of an exponential  bounded by aJ. This is because we wish to be able 
to produce infinitely deep proofs for non-terminating computat ions (either ones 
which cycle endlessly or those which continue to generate new results forever). 
We require all our sequences of wff (an abbreviation of 'Well-Formed Formulae')  
to be finite, so we have no use for Gentzen's  J)-rule. 

We use completely non-standard exchange laws. The reason for this is that  
we wish to allow our one-dimensional sequence of wff to mimic the multiset, 
which contains elements of different types. From the point of view of efficiency, 
it is beneficial to part i t ion the multiset into a number of subsets; one for each 
type. We therefore allow elements of different types to 'pass over'  each other as 
if all elements of different types were invisible to each other. Although this was 
already possible with the original LL exchange law, we wish to distinguish this 
use of exchange from other uses. The reasons for this will become clear when we 
discuss the inefficiencies of the G a m m a  model. However, it is easy to see that  
the union of these exchange laws apply to precisely the same set of formulae as 
tha t  to which tile normal  exchange rule applied. 

The sequent calculus for the nmltiplicative fragment of our version of Clas- 
sical Linear Logic is shown in Fig. 5. The reader is referred to Fig. 4 for the 
readings of the symbols. Some useful equivalences in LL are given in Fig. 6 (fol- 
lowing [1]). The T in our exchange laws stands for ' type-different ' ,  indicating tha t  
it applies to elements of different types. The q stands for 'stirring' ,  indicating 
tha t  it applies to elements of the same type and corresponds to the magic-stirring 
mechanism (explained in section 6). The ~ exchange laws apply only to formulae 
prefixed by a ~, and allow us to make further distinctions in our uses of exchange 
laws. 

4 Cast ing G a m m a  into LL 

G a m m a  possesses a notion of resource-consciousness. Tha t  is, da ta  are destroyed 
when a function is successfully applied to them. To have multiple copies of a 
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| = multiplicative conjunction ~ ---- multiplicative disjunction 
--o -- multiplicative linear implication 1 = multiplicative t ruth  
_L = multiplicative falsehood .,t 7. -- exponentials 
V, 3 = quantifiers a, b , . . .  -- terms 
A, B , . . .  = types x, y , . . .  = variables 
0 -- empty set of wff A -- Axiom rule 
E = Exchange rule C = Contraction rule 
C D  -- Contraction-Dereliction rule W -- Weakening rule 

Fig.  4. The readings of the symbols of the multiplicative fragment of LL. The 
notation follows Girard. The last five entries are names of rules. The rules them- 
selves are shown in Fig. 5. 

datum, it must be explicitly copied. In this sense, Gamma is linear. Furthermore, 
Gamma possesses several properties which make it simple to translate into LL, 
and which we use to minimise the size of the formulae generated: 

- It is first order. 
- It is eager. 
- It has no recursive data types: only tuples may be constructed. 

These properties serve to make the translation extremely terse: so terse that  
the statements of linear logic produced in the translation are often no longer than 
the Gamma functions from which they were translated. This enables us to reason 
about real Gamma programs, even by hand, and gives a better appreciation of 
the simplicity and compelling nature of the chemical-reaction model, and of some 
of its disadvantages. However, a possible difficulty looms: 

- Gamma is non-deterministic. 

Fortunately our logic-based semantics is inherently non-deterministic, and 
allows us to capture the non-determinism in the language without difficulty. 
Indeed, it would be more difficult to capture determinism than to capture non- 
determinism: we would have to ensure that only one logical rule be applicable 
to the sequence of wff at any one time. 

4 .1  T h e  T r a n s l a t i o n  o f  G a m m a  P r o g r a m s  i n t o  LL 

We can translate Gamma programs into formulae of linear logic, following the 
rules shown in Fig. 7. Note that  we choose to translate functions of the form 'if 
A then B' into the unconventional A• instead of the usual A - ~  B. These two 
forms are equivalent, as shown in Fig. 6. We choose to adopt the unconventional 
rendering for reasons which will become apparent later on. 
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FI, F~eA  
- -  A 1 L  - -  1 R  

1"~ ,1,1"~ ~-A ~ - 1  a:A F a:A 

F~ , t:A, b[t / x]:B , F~ }- A 
VL 

1"1, t:A, V(x:A).b:B, 1"2 ~- A 

F1, !~a:A, !ma:A, 1"2 ~-A 
C 

1"1, !~+ma:A, 1"~ ~-A 
if n >  1 a n d m > l  

1"1, ]"2 b a:A, A F~ , a:A, 1"2 }- A 
~L •  

1"1, a• • , ['2 bA F~, 1"2 ~-a• • , A 

F1, a:A, !~ a:A, F2 I-A Fx , 1"2 I- A 
C D  W 1"1, !l+,~<~a:A, 1"2 ~-A 1"1, !~a:A, F~ [-A 

if n > 0  

F1, !~a:A, !~a:A, F2 ~-A F1, a:A, [~a:A, F2 ~-A /"1, F2 ~-A 
C~ CD~ W~ 

1"1, !~a:A, F2 b-A~ F1, !~a:A, F2 ~-A ]"1, !~a:A, F~ ~- A 
if z > l  

Fl,a:A,b:B,F21-A F l t -A l ,a :A ,  A2 F2~ A3,b:B, A4 
| |  

F1, a | b:A | B,  F2 F-A F1, F.2 }-A3, A1, a | b:A | B,  A4, A2 
if A 2 = A 3 = O  or A 2 = F I = O  or A3=F2=O 

FI,a:A, F2}-A1 F3,b:B, F41-A2 
~ R  ~3L 

F3, F1, a~b:A~ B , F4,1"2 ~-A~I, z~2 
if F 2 = F 3 = 0  or F 2 = A I = 0  or F3=  Ae=O 

Ft-A1,  a:A, b:B, A2 

F~-A1, a ~ b : A ~ B ,  A~2 

F1, a:A, F2 VA F1, b:B, a:A, F2 ~-A F1, b:A, a:A, F2 ~-A 
t~ 

FI,~a:A, F2~_ A FI,a:A,b:B, F2~_A E~ FI,a:A,b:A, F2}_A E~ 
i f A ~ B  

171, gb:B, a:A, F2 ~-A E~ (left) 
FI , a :A, ab:B, F2 }-A 

F1, b:B , ha:A, F2 ~- A E~ (right) 
F1, aa :A, b:B , F2 }- A 

F i g .  5. T h e  mul t ip l ica t ive  f ragment  of the  sequent  cMculus for classical linear lo- 
gic, showing b o t h  types  and  fornmlae.  C is slightly modified f rom the t rad i t iona l  
p resen ta t ion  of cont rac t ion ,  and C D  is a combina t ion  of the t radi t ionM contrac-  
t ion and  derel ict ion laws. In the s t ruc tura l  rules, n and  m are polynomials .z  m a y  
be a po lynomia l  or w. 

T h e  reader ' s  a t t en t ion  is called to the t rans la t ion  of funct ions which throw 
away  the i r  a rguments .  An example  would be  the  funct ion 'point less ' ,  defined 
thus:  

point less (x, y) =~ {} if True; 

As it is not  possible  to use uncontrol led appl ica t ions  of the  Weakening  rule 
in l inear  logic, it would a p p e a r  t ha t  such funct ions are unt rans la tab le .  However,  
Fig. 8 shows t h a t  this view is mis taken,  and tha t  t rans la t ion  of such funct ions is 
possible.  P a r t  of the  reason  for this is t ha t  our  t rans la t ion  rules in Fig. 7 render  
funct ions  in a fo rm equivalent  to  !(A ---o B)  ra ther  t han  the  more  convent ional  
(!A) - o  B.  
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1• d e f  _L • d e f  = I = 1 (Vx.a) • def = 3x.(a • 

_L~a=a l ~ a =  1 _L | a=.l_ 

__~ b %  f a • a • 1 7 7  a "3 b ( a | 1 7 7  • "~ b • 

(!a) • def ?(a•  ) 

l |  

Fig .  6. Some important  equivalences in Linear Logic. The last four entries in 
the table indicate the distinguished elements of each multiplicative connective. 
| and ~ are commutat ive.  

T[[:~ + :2] = T[[:~], TI[:2]I (1) 
T[[: {e+}] = Tie+If, TU] (2) 
T [ f n ( x l . . . x n )  ~ e + if e'] = (3) 

I n t • n .1_ + .~x~Vi=lT[X,~-,+xll.(Tl[ell ) ~((~)~=lT[x#])  ~ T [ e  ]) 
T i m ,  e2] = T[m~ | T[e2~ (4) 
T [ (m,  e2)~ = T i m ]  ~ Tie2] (5) 
T[True] = 1 (6) 
T[False]  = _L (7) 
Tie1 A e2] = T[e l ]  | Tie2] (S) 
T[e l  v e2] = Tie1] ~ Tie2] (9) 
T[-~e] = Tie]  • (10) 
T [ x ~  = �9 (11) 

Tie1 + e2] = el "~- e2 (12) 

T [e l  mod e2] = el mod e2 (13) 
T[{}I  = I (14) 

F ig .  7. The translation rules from G a m m a  programs to LL. Angle brackets indic- 
ate tupling. Note tha t  there is no translat ion of "o" in this table; an explanation 
of this is given in the text.  One- and many-shot  functions can be t ranslated used 
a trivial variant of (3), not shown. 

Bounded modalities allow us to give an upper  bound to the number  of t imes 
a function can be applied. In other words, we can identify the minimum number  
of times a function must  be applied to give a particular answer. The mechanism 
can be used to Mlow one-shot (or n-shot) functions, if so desired, and functions 
which may be applied an w times. A one-shot function, by definition, may  only be 
applied at most once; it is then discarded. An n-shot function is applied at most  
n times before being discarded. Programming  experience has shown tha t  these 
are a useful addition to the language, but  we do not use them in the examples 
presented in this paper.  They are also useful for calculating complexity measures,  

as Girard et al. have shown [19]. 
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T[point less  (x, y) ~ {} if True~ 
= { ( 3 ) }  

!~aVT[y], T[@(Tl[True])• (T~z~ | TM)I~T[{}]) 
= {(11), (11), (6), (11), (11), (14)} 

bnVy, z.l• | y)_L2x) 
= {equivalence rules} 

= {equivalence rules, commutat ivi ty} 
!~o~Vy, x.(x | y)Z 

Fig .  8. The translation of 'pointless'.  

We have not t ranslated the "o" operator.  Looking at the SOS for G a m m a  in 
Fig. 2, we see tha t  a dot requires tha t  the first function terminates before the 
second is applied. It  is interesting to note tha t  Hankin and Le M6tayer have both 
int imated,  during private conversations, tha t  they do not feel that  the sequential 
composit ion of G a m m a  fits well with the rest of the language. It  is certainly the 
case tha t  sequential composition requires global knowledge of the state of the 
computat ion.  This contrasts  with the spirit of the model, which allows functions 
to have only local knowledge of the multiset. This is the very reason why the 
opera tor  is difficult to encode in LL: it needs to know something about  the 
sequence of wff of which it is a member,  viz. whether any of the other functions 
in the sequence can successfully be applied. We hope to provide a translation 
for "o" in the future. However, even without dot composition, we can translate 
a large number  of programs.  In fact, G a m m a  is perhaps unique in possessing a 
sequential composition operator:  other related formalisms such as UNITY and 
Action Systems have no such operator.  Certainly it is possible to code a class IV 
cellular au toma ta  ([34]) in G a m m a  without sequential composition, thus showing 
tha t  G a m m a  without sequential composition is capable of universal computat ion.  

5 Executing Gamma Programs in LL 

The eagerness of G a m m a  allows us to write an extremely simple set of expres- 
sion reduction laws, as shown in Fig. 9. The eagerness implies that  expression 
reduction occurs immediately after the variables in an expression are bound. We 
shall see this in our later derivations. 

We can now translate  ' addup '  into an LL wff. 

TIVaaa~p] = !~vy:z~t, =:znt.((~ | y)•  + y):znt)) 

An example 'execution'  of the program, with an initial multiset, is given in 
Fig. 10. Notice tha t  function application is realised as an application of C D  
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~ e l > e 2 ] = l i f e l  > e 2  
[el > e2] =-L if e I ~ e2 

Fig .  9. The reduction laws for expressions. 

or C D ~  followed by (in a bo t tom-up  reading) an application of the expres- 
sion reduction laws (if applicable), neutral  element laws and ~ L .  There may be 
instances of the contraction rules applied to different formulae between these, 
however. The neutral  element laws were given in Fig. 6. The four phases of func- 
tion application: variable binding, condition evaluation, expression evaluation 
and storage reclamation, are thus clearly distinguished. We can therefore ana- 
lyse the effects on each of these caused by changes in the order of the wff in the 
sequence, or by changes in the order of application of rules of LL. 

Comparing the LL proof in Fig. 10 with the SOS execution in Fig. 3, we see 
tha t  the results of executing the program are the same, as we would expect. In 
fact, we can show tha t  the set of possible results is always the same for both  the 
LL semantics and the SOS, by an easy argument.  The main difference is tha t  
LL proof trees highlight the possibilities for parallel function application which 
are not visible in the SOS semantics, because the former is a true concurrency 
semantics whereas the latter is an interleaving semantics. 

Examinat ion of the proof trees generated for this ' p rogram'  with different 
numbers of data,  gives us a number of insights. We first give some intuitions 
about  how these trees should be read. 

- Contraction corresponds to copying a function for parallel execution. Several 
functions could be created in this way, all of which move to their da ta  before 
the application of the V rule. Several V rules can then be applied together.  
This implements parallel composition of functions on disjoint subsets of the 
multiset, as can be seen at the top of the proof tree. 

- Applications of Weakening correspond to discarding of unwanted functions, 
as can be seen towards the bo t tom of the tree. 

- Bounded exponentials can be used to determine a lower bound on the number  
of function applications needed to ensure terminat ion of a computat ion,  as 
can be seen at the bo t tom of the proof tree. 

- We can identify trees with partially-applied functions at their leaves with 
trees in which such functions were discarded before they were partially ap- 
plied. For G a m m a  does not return partial  functions as values of computa-  
tions, and our semantics must  reflect the fact tha t  functions will only be 
applied when all of their arguments  are present. There is no danger in our 
identification, except tha t  it allows functions to be wasted in an a t temp-  
ted application when they lack sufficient data.  This feature highlights the 
necessity, in an implementation,  of checking the availability of a function's 
arguments  before it is applied. 
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- - A  A 
l b l  2}--2 

|  
1 , 2b1 |  

• 
1,2,0 |177 

A A 
3F-3 71-7 

|  
3,7i-3 | 7 

• 
3, 7, (3 | r)• 1-{~ lOblO 

a, 7, ((a | r)• 10 

a, 7, vy, x . ( ( ,  | y)•  + y)) 1-10 

A 

+L 

VL, VL, Arith.  

NL 
3, 4, (3 | 4) l ,  3, 7, Vy, x.((x | y)• + y)) I- 10 

'RL 
1, 2, ((1 | 2)• 3), 7, Vy, x.((x | y)• + y)) 1-10 

Arith.  
1, 2, (1 | 2)• + 2), 7, Vy, x.((x | y)• + y)) i- 10 

* 2, VL, VL 
1, 2, ,~Vy, x.( (x | y)• + y)), 7, nVy, x.( (x | y)• + y) ) F 10 

W 
1, 2, 7, ~vy, x . ( . . . ~ . . . ) ,  ~vy, x . ( . . . ~ . . . ) ,  ~v~, x . ( . . . ~ . . . ) ,  !~_~v... 1-10 

ET, E ,  
1, 2, 7, nVy, x.((x | y)Z'9(x + y)), nVy, x.((x | y)Z~(x + y)), !~_~V... b 10 

CD, CD 
1, 2, 7, !,~Vy, x.( (x ~D y)• + y))b10 

Fig.  10. A proof showing the execution of 'addup'. ' A r i t h m e t i c '  corresponds 
to the use of expression-rewrite rules and neutral element laws. 

For quantitative results, we note the equivalences shown in Fig. 11. For 'ad- 
dup', these equivalences allow us to derive the results shown in Fig. 12. All of 
these may be gained by easy arguments. 

Proof  sketch for the case of ' #  functions applied': Define 'initial sequence' 
as the root of the derivation tree. Our functions are the only elements in our 
initial sequence which contain quantifiers. No rule introduces quantifiers in a 
premise except the structural rules, so no quantifiers can be present in any 
sequence unless they are present in wff unchanged during the derivation, or are 
present in wff generated through applications of CD,  C, CD~,  C~. Therefore, 
all of the quantifiers originate in functions in the initial sequence. Quantified 
variables can only be instant•177 to numbers in this proof, because of the type 
constraints on the VL rule. Therefore, the number of quantified variables which 
can be instant•177 in the proof is equal to the number of numbers in the proof 
(assuming that  we have enough copies of the function). For every pair of numbers 
added together,  a new number (their sum) is created. Therefore, if our initial 
sequence of wff contains n numbers, we generate a binary tree of numbers with 
2n - 1 nodes. However, at the root the function cannot be successfully applied 
because it does not have enough arguments. Therefore, there are 2 n - 2  successful 
function applications. [] 

The number of elements permuted reflects the a t tempt  to gain the maximal 
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LL proof tree property 

functions successfully applied #CD + #CD~ 
# tuples reclaimed # •  

elements permuted ~ E x c h a n g e r  
max. parallelism max. #V on a line -- fn. arity 

Fig .  11. Some correspondences between features of LL proof trees for the addup 
program and features of an execution of the corresponding program. 'Elements'  
in the above table indicates one-tuples, not wff. By 'permuted'  , we do not mean 
the flowing over each other of elements with different types, but  only applications 
of exchange on pairs of adjacent elements with the same type. 

Runtime information ~ occurrences 
IWhis runIPer  n 

functions successfully applied 2 2n - 2 
# tuples reclaimed 2 2n - 2 
max. parallelism 1 n div 2 

Fig.  12. Results from the LL derivation of 'addup'  with an initial set of three 
elements. 

parallelism of the program. Were the reductions done sequentially, the number 
of elements to which the exchange laws were applied would have been zero. 

5.1 Storage R e c l a m a t i o n  of  U s e d  Data  

We translated our functions in an unconventional way, using A •  instead of 
the more usual, and equivalent, A ---o B. Examining the derivation tree of 'addup'  
shows why this particular translation was chosen. When a function is applied, 
it produces 'anti-information' (negated-wff), whose job it is to track down and 
annihilate one of the arguments of the function. In LL, anti-information allows us 
to apply the A rule, thus removing from the multiset the wff which is the negated 
counterpart  of the anti-wff. We therefore see the operational interpretation of 
the negated formulae in the translation of a function: they correspond to the 
notion of storage reclamation of unwanted data. Notice that  this reading implies 
that  the storage reclamation need not take place when the wff first reacts, but  is 
only required to take place at some point in the future before the wff of which it 
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is the anti-wff is re-used in another  reaction (for if tha t  happened,  then linearity 
would be violated). Similarly, it does not ma t t e r  if the actual wff is destroyed by 
the anti-wff, only tha t  a wff with the same type and value is destroyed by the 
anti-wff. This opens the possibility for very intelligent storage reclamation, which 
should be further explored. Using A -o  B for functions removes this freedom. 

6 M a g i c  St irr ing:  G a m m a ' s  E f f i c i e n c y  H a e m o r r h a g e  

Detect ing terminat ion of a G a m m a  computat ion requires checking tha t  every 
da tum performs all the reactions of which it is capable. Such behaviour requires (o,) an O ~ search of all possible permutat ions of the multiset,  where n is the 

cardinality of the multiset and rn is the largest arity of any function. Clearly, this 
affects both  sequential and parallel implementations adversely. The implement-  
ations in [13, 32] 'solve' the problem by partit ioning the multiset into individual 
values, which move around the network and interact when they meet at a node 
(and certain conditions are satisfied). Obviously, the communication costs in- 
volved in t ranspor t ing so many  tiny packets of data  (single multiset elements) 
are prohibitively high. 

Consider the following example; an asynchronous one-dimensional cellular 
au tomaton .  At each function application, the value at a point on a one-dimensional 
surface is updated,  depending on the values of its neighbours. The G a m m a  pro- 
gram is shown in Fig. 13. The translation into LL of par t  of this program, is 
shown in Fig. 14. 

f 4-g { . . . }  

S((~', Y'), (x, y), (~", y")) 
(~, (y' V y V y")), (x', y'), (x", y") 

if (x inod 2----0) A ( x t = x  -- 1) A (x H--x  4- 1) 

g((x', y'), (x, y), (x", y')) 
(=, Y), (=', y'), (=", y") 

if (xmod2#O) V ( x ' # x - 1 ) V ( x "  # x + l )  

Fig. 13. 1-D Cellular au tomaton  in G a m m a  

We can derive a proof tree for the LL translat ion of the program, as shown in 
�9 o(,~,) 

Fig. 15. We use the notat ion E~ " to indicate the application of O(n!) permuta-  
tions to order the data,  where n is the cardinMity of the largest set whose type 
appears  in the argument  list of the function. We see tha t  such reorderings of the 
da ta  occur every t ime a function has been successfully applied. This is clearly 
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!~v(x"~y"), (x~y), ( z '~ ' ) .  
(((x rood 2=0) | (x' =x  - 1 )  | (x" =x  + 1) ) '~  

( ( ( ~ )  | (x '~ ' )  | (~"~"))•  
~ ( ( ~ ( y ' ~ y " ) )  | (~ '~ ' )  ~ (~"~"))))  

Fig .  14. LL translation of function f from the 1-D Cellular au tomaton  program 
into linear logic. Function g is similar, and has been elided. I t  is not used in the 
later proofs. 

the major  source of inefficiencies in Gamma.  We shall address this problem in 
the next section. 

�9 . - ,  ( 1 '~1 ) ,  ( 2 ~ ' I ) ,  i 3 ' ~ 0 ) ,  !~ K V . . . } - . 4  
Er176 

(1 '~1 ) ,  (2 '~0 ) ,  ( 3 ' ~ 0 ) } - i l ~ l )  | (2 '~ '0) |  . . . ,  ( 2 '~1 ) ,  (1 '~1 ) ,  (3 '~0 ) ,  ! w ~ c V ' ' -  } - a  
•  @L 

( 1 ~ 1 ) ,  ( 2 ~ 0 ) ,  (3~0), ( ( 1 ~ 1 ) | 1 7 4  "L }-0 . . . ,  ( ( 2 ~ 1 ) | 1 7 4  [,.,tcV- �9 }-A 
. . . . . . .  'YL 

(1~1), (2~0), (3~0), ( (1~1) |174 (3~0)) 'L~((2~1)|  (1~1)| !,,~ ~V.- .  I--4 
A r i t h .  

�9 . .  (1W1),  ( 2 '~0 ) ,  (3~ '0 ) ,  ((1 m o d  2 = 0 ) @ ( 1  = 2  - 1 ) |  = 2 + 1 ) ) •  �9 . ' ~ - '  .) ,  !~,~V. �9 - I--4 
V L *  3 

�9 .., (1~1), (2~0), ( ~ 0 ) ,  v(="~") ,  ( ~ y ) ,  ( , '~y ' ) . ( . . .~ . . . ) ,  U ~v.- .  }-a 
C D ,  ~r 

�9 - - ,  ( 1 '~1 ) ,  ( 2 ' 8 0 ) ,  ( 3 ' ~0 ) ,  !~, K V ( z " ~ y " ) ,  ( x ~ ' y ) ,  ( z " ~ y ' ) . ( -  �9 - ' ~ - .  ") }-A 
, , Eo(-!) 

�9 . . ,  ( 2 ' ~0 ) ,  �9 �9 ",  ( 1 ~ 1 ) ,  - - �9 (3 '~0 ) ,  !~ t c V ( z " ' ~ y " ) ,  ( z ~ y ) ,  ( z " ~ y ' ) . ( . -  . ' ~ . .  -) I--4 

Fig.  15. Fragment  of execution of the au tomaton  program in Linear Logic. 

A r i t h .  is an abbreviation for A r i t h m e t i c .  E ~ is an abbreviat ion for O(n!) 
occurrences of Er 

Recent work [20] has shown tha t  G a m m a  can be implemented more efficiently 
on a shared memory  machine, with the generation of permutat ions replaced by a 
PROLOG-l ike  search strategy. I t  is not yet clear whether or not their approach 
will carry over well onto a distributed memory  machine, but  their reliance on 
a homogeneous da ta  set would seem to indicate otherwise: backtracking search 
across a distributed data  set suffers from the same efficiency shortcomings as 
permuta t ion  generation. 
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6.1 Loca l i ty -Consc ious  Mul t i se t s  

We believe tha t  the inherent inefficiencies in G a m m a  cannot be overcome by 
clever implementat ions.  We believe that  progress will only be made by mov- 
ing the problem into the semantic domain and solving it there. Therefore, we 
outline a more radical alternative to those discussed above. We claim that  the 
G a m m a  model conflates two issues, which we believe should be separated. Solu- 
tions (multisets) in G a m m a  are constantly permuted to ensure that  all reagents 
come into contact  with one another. Yet there are really two notions here. The 
first is the notion of locality: tha t  reagents cannot react unless they are in con- 
tact  with one another.  The second is the notion of permutat ion generation: all 
elements come into contact with one another sooner or later (if they don' t  react 
with something else first). These two notions are confused, both  in the quantifier- 
laden SOS of Gamma,  and in the permutat ion-driven implementations.  Both 
neglect to distinguish da ta  which have locality and data  which change locality, 
and account for the inefficiency of the language. 

Therefore, we distinguish the locality of reagents from their motion. We make 
locality primitive to the model, and allow re-orderings of the da ta  only when 
they do not violate the locality constraints. We shall discuss the details of this 
in the next section, and explain how arbi t rary permutat ions of the da ta  can be 
generated, if they are required. This return to, and refinement of, the original 
chemical-reaction metaphor ,  is the insight behind local linear logic and Local 
~a Inma.  

7 L o c a l  L L  a n d  L o c a l  G a m m a  

LL (and part icularly Bounded LL) gave us a more fine-grained notion of resource- 
consciousness. Local linear logic extends this notion with locality-consciousness, 
so we offer the man t ra  'movement  is not free', to complete a trio. Local LL is 
linear logic with the normal exchange rule replaced with those shown in Fig. 16. 
The logic gives us a notion of locality by giving indices to elements in the se- 
quence of wff and ensuring tha t  the sequence remains ordered relative to some 
metric. Extending LL with a notion of order allows us to reason about  structured 
da ta  and part i t ioning of da ta  on parallel machines. When used as a semantics 
for Gamma ,  we therefore have an improvement over the SOS of G a m m a  given 
earlier in tha t  we have specific information at the semantic level concerning the 
costs of relocating data. We will use this power to show how the efficiency of 
G a m m a  can be improved. An illustration of the difference between the old and 
the new exchange laws is shown in Fig. 17. The laws of Local LL always move an 
incorrectly-ordered element towards the correct place in the sequence. The best 
tha t  the t radi t ional  exchange rule could manage was to generate permutat ions of 
the solution until the correct ordering appeared. The tradit ional exchange rule 
of LL corresponds to the permuta t ion  generation of multiset languages. In both  
cases, it can be difficult to perform it intelligently when it is automated.  Notice 
tha t  the new exchange laws apply to a strict subset of the sequences to which 
the exchange law of Classical LL applied. 
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Yetter [35] and Abrusci [2, 3] effectively proposed a topology of the sequence 
of wff. We generalise the topology of the sequence to a multi-dimensional, open, 
surface. Tha t  is, formulae have (multi-dimensional) neighbourhoods within which 
they can move freely, but may only move outside of these neighbourhoods in cer- 
tain circumstances. Thus, at a local level- -when we are only concerned with one 
p lace - - the  behaviour of wff is the same as in LL. In a wider context, however, 
movement  cannot  be performed freely and, in some cases, not at all (see section 7 
for a discussion). 

/"l,bj:A, ai:A,/"2 t-Al /"l,bj:A, ai:A, 1"2 t-Zl /"l,bj:B, ai:A,/"2 t-A 
E~ E~ 

/"l,ai:A, bj:A, F2 }-A 1"l,ai:A, bj:A,/"2 I-A /"l,ai:A, b i:B,/"2 I-A 
i f / >  j i f i = j  i fA  ~ B 

1"1, ~bj :B, ai :A,/"2 t-A E~ (left) /'1, bj :B, ~a~ :A,/"2 f-Al E~ (right) 
/"1, ai :A, ~bj :B,/"~ FAI ['1, ~al :A, bj :B,/"e t-A 

E~ 

Fig .  16. The exchange rules in Local LL. 

E~ 

E~ 

E~ 

a d b c 

a b c d 

(a) Magic stirring 

a d b c 

E~ 

a b c d 

(b) Order preservation 

F ig .  17. The difference between the exchange rules of LL and of Local LL. 

Formulae of LL can be t ranslated into formulae of Local LL with the same 
behaviour in two ways: either by prefixing them with a n, or by giving every wff 
in a sequence the same index. However, by giving all formulae indices, then we 
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restrict  the possible derivations which can be made from the formulae. This is 
achieved because the rules given in Fig. 5 require the formulae to be in certain 
spatial  configurations in order tha t  they apply. In Local LL, then, we can gen- 
erally only obtain a subset of the proofs available in LL. We aim to show that  
this subset is interesting. 

Local G a m m a  is a variant of G a m m a  which replaces the unordered multiset 
with an ordered multiset. The syntax and translation rules given for G a m m a  in 
Fig. 1 are therefore unchanged. However, we add an annotat ion which indicates 
whether  a part icular  expression should be regarded as an index on some order- 
ing. Any ordering can be expressed which defines a metric space. Adding this 
annota t ion requires more translation rules, of the following form: 

In other words, the annotated vector x l . . .  xn is used as the index of the 
t ransla ted formula. 

As in Local LL, elements can be permuted freely if they are at the same 
location. Elements at different locations can only move in such a way tha t  they 
preserve the ordering of the multiset. Thus, new elements created at runtime 
can only move towards the position in the multiset dictated by their index. An 
example Local G a m m a  program is given in Fig. 18. Notice tha t  we do not have 
to indicate the values of indices, only their presence. We believe tha t  adding 
this annotat ion to the language will not result in programming errors, for the 
p rogrammer  should know which elements of which tuples are to be regarded 
as indices. In fact, forcing the programmer  to be explicit about  this should be 
regarded as good Local G a m m a  programming style. 

order(~) ~ (~,x) 

Fig .  18. An example local G a m m a  program. The ^ is the annotat ion indicating 
an element of a tuple which should be regarded as an index. 

Programs whose da ta  ordering is captured in this way become more efficient, 
in the general case. Of course, it is always possible to write a program (such as a 
permuta t ion  generator) whose behaviour is unaffected. However, in the author ' s  
experience such pathological programs are seldom written. An example of a 
p rogram whose efficiency improves is the one-dimensional cellular automaton,  
whose t ime complexity reduces drastically. The Local G a m m a  version of the 
program is shown in Fig. 19, its translation into Local LL is shown in Fig. 20, 
and its 'execution'  in Fig. 21. 

The  derivation tree for the cellular au tomaton in Local Linear Logic yields a 
quant i ty  of interesting information. Firstly, we give the intuitive readings of the 
trees. 
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/ + g { . . . }  

.f((~', y'), (~, y), (~", y,,)) 
=~ (~, (y' v y v y")), (~', y'), (~", y") 

if (x m o d  2 = 0 )  A (x' = x  - 1) A (x" = x  + 1) 

9((~', r (~, ~), (~", y")) ~ (~,y), (~',r (~", y") 
if ( x m o d 2 ~ 0 )  V ( x ' ~ x - 1 ) V ( x " ~ x + l )  

Fig .  19. 1-D Cellular au tomaton  in Local Gamma.  

"~t I I  I X .,,,avy=,,,y=,y=,.((( mod 2 = O ) |  - 1 ) |  + 1 ) ) •  
( ( y x |  " • ' " ' |  |  ~ ( ( y  ~ y ~ y  )= |  ,, 

Fig .  20. LL translation of function f from the 1-D Cellular au tomaton  program 
into Local LL. 

- Instances of Exchange~ correspond to the preservation of ordering through 
moving new elements to their correct position in the solution. 

- We may wish to examine the effect of parti t ioning the da ta  over a distributed- 
memory  machine. Ordering the set using indices gives the most  natural  
way of parti t ioning data: all the elements whose indices are between cer- 
tain bounds are in the same partition. For example, in a cellular au tomaton  
we know tha t  with the Margolus or Von Neumann neighbourhoods ([30]) we 
need the values of only those elements within one unit 's  distance of the cell 
in question. By examining possible parti t ioning strategies, we can investigate 
their effects in terms of the lengths of the borders and the relative sizes of 
the partit ions. 

- In a parallel implementat ion of the language, we have a measure of the 
number  of elements which will be communicated from one part i t ion of the 
set to another,  given a particular program. For example, if the number  of 
the node is given as an index to a formula, then the number  of formula 
for which tha t  value changes during a single generation of the au toma ta  is 
exactly equal to the number  of elements which have to be communicated 
from one place to another.  

Comparing the LL version of the au tomaton  with the Local LL version high- 
lights the reduction in the number  of permutat ions  which have been generated 
by introducing the locality awareness: the exponential searches of the da ta  space 
are replaced by O(n) steps for each new element. An a~tual implementat ion of 
the language would probably use a range-tree ([23]) or similar to reduce this to 
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11,02,03 HIt  | | 

�9 ' ',11, l~,03,I~V... 
EO(,O 

�9 " ,  12, 11 ,03 , !~V' . .  HA 
• ~b 

11,02,03, (11|174 • b-~ """, (12| HA 
~L 

11,02,03, (1~ |177174 | !,~tcV... HA 
Arith.  

�9 ". l t ,  02,03, ((1 rood 2= 0 ) |  2-1)| = 2+ 1))z~( .. .N.. .) ,  !~V-  -. }-A 
VL *3 

�9 ., 11,02,03, Vy~,,, y~, y'~, . ( . . .~ . . . ) ,  !,,rig... I-A 
CD, 

�9 . . ,  11,02,03, !~ ~Vy~,,, y~, y'~, . ( . . .N. . . )  t-A 
EO(~) 

�9 . - ,  0 2 , . . . ,  1 , , . . .  ,03, !~ ~vy",, ,  y~, y ' , . ( . . . ~ . . . ) H A  

Fig .  21. Fragment  of execution of the au tomaton  program in Local Linear Logic. 
Note tha t  E~ has replaced E~. 

O(log n). The quanti tat ive results for one iteration of the au tomaton  are shown 
in Fig. 22, and are obtained by easy arguments.  

Runtime information Number  of occurrences 
per function application 
LL I Local LL 

t~ tuples reclaimed 3 I 3 
elements reordered n! I 3n 

Fig .  22. Results comparing the au tomaton  program in LL and Local LL, for a 
single i teration of an au tomaton  with three elements�9 n is the number  of tuples 
of type Num ~ Num in the multiset. Notice how much more efficient the Local 
LL version is. 

8 R e l a t e d  W o r k  

In LL, Girard recognised tha t  resources are not infinite---but he did not take 
into account tha t  in many circumstances (for example on a dis t r ibuted-memory 
machine),  not all resources are equally easy to access. So while LL went a long 
way towards a logic of computat ion,  it did not address issues of da ta  access. To 
adequately reflect the behaviour of a real system, we must factor in the cost of 
accessing or relocating remote data.  This is what  Local LL does. So as well as 
charging the customer for the product,  we must  charge her for the delivery too. 
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Yetter [35] proposed a variant of LL which he called Cyclic LL. In Cyclic 
LL, wff may not be consumed except in the order in which they are presented. 
Cyclic permutations of the wff a r e  allowed, however. Yetter 's work amounts to 
introducing a weak notion of locality to the sequence of wff: every wff is in a 
different location on a one-dimensional torus. In order to embed LL in Cyclic LL, 
Yetter allowed formulae prefixed with a ~ to move around freely in the sequence. 
We have adopted his idea. 

Abrusci described a completely non-commutative linear logic [2, 3]: that  is, 
formulae are not allowed to move around at all. This suggestion is tan tamount  
to locating each formula at a different place on a one-dimensional, open, surface. 

Guo [14] has presented a mechanism for translating terms of the lambda 
calculus into formulae of linear logic. Guo's system is more powerful than that  
here presented, for it allows the embedding of the entire lambda calculus and 
the description of graph reduction, laziness etc. However, his system has the 
disadvantage, due to its power, that in the general case, translation of complete 
functional programs yields unwieldy formulae. The links between these formulae 
and the lambda terms from which they were translated, are not always clear. 
Nevertheless, Guo's work has been a major inspiration for the current work. 

Abramsky has produced a linear variant of the Chemical Abstract Ma- 
chine [1], whose operation he describes in detail. However, our translation offers 
us the advantage that  pieces of Gamma code can be translated into short logical 
sequences. 

Andreoli [5] has examined a certain class of LL proof trees--focusing proofs- -  
from the point of view of efficient proof search for a logic programming language. 
In the current paper, we have not concerned ourselves with focusing proofs, 
although an examination of these in the light of Local LL might be interesting. 
At this stage, we are not interested in the question of automatically executing 
Gamma programs in LL, and we assume the usual intelligence on the part  of the 
prover. Providing an executable semantics is obviously an interesting goal, but  
we leave it for future research. 

Meseguer [29] has presented a unifying framework for a number of models of 
concurrency, based upon category-theoretic considerations. The essential differ- 
ence between our approach and his is that  we are interested in an operational 
semantics of a rewriting language which is sufficiently low-level to give insights 
into the implementation of the language on a parallel architecture. 

Yves Lafont [25] has proposed Interaction Nets as a generalisation of Girard's 
Proof  Nets [18] and as a new sort of programming language in their own right. 
There may welt be close connections between our LL semantics of Gamma and 
(a class of) Interaction Nets, but we have not yet explored this avenue. 

Lincoln [26] has examined the complexity of LL fragments. An examination 
of the complexity of fragments of Local LL would also be an interesting area for 
further study. 
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9 F u t u r e  W o r k  

There  are a number  of directions for future work. The first is to provide a full 
proof- and model- theoretic examination of Local LL and an investigation of its 
relationship to other extant  flavours of LL. The second direction is to exam- 
ine in greater  detail the ways in which Local LL proof trees mimic the general 
behaviour  of an single program, multiple da ta  (SPMD) system, by examining 
a number  of programs and parallelisation strategies, in an a t t empt  to extract  
quant i ta t ive  information. Thirdly, an a t t empt  should be undertaken to translate 
sequential composition. Fourthly, the definition of Local LL and the transla- 
tions of G a m m a  programs to Local LL expressions could be used used to build 
an abs t rac t  machine for Local Gamma.  The abstract  machine instructions can 
be built f rom sequences of Local LL rule applications. From there an imple- 
menta t ion  could be produced, both  for parallel and sequential machines. These 
implementat ions would provide interesting results concerning the efficiency and 
scalability of implementat ions based upon the 'locality-sensitive chemical reac- 
t ions'  model. 

We are already working on a parallel implementat ion of Local Gamma.  Initial 
results are promising but inconclusive, as only small programs can so far be 
compiled. More work needs to be done. 

1 0  C o n c l u s i o n s  

The continued existence of arrays as da ta  structures attests to the presence in 
most  algori thms of a notion of data  locality. However, multiset t ransformation 
languages such as G a m m a  lack this notion. This accounts for their terrible ef- 
ficiency problems. Unfortunately, G a m m a ' s  traditional SOS hid this difficulty, 
leading to a belief that  the efficiency problem should be solved through clever im- 
plementations.  We used Girard 's  resource-conscious linear logic (LL) to provide 
an al ternative semantics for Gamma,  which captured G a m m a ' s  non-determinism 
and potential  parallelism through a straightforward translation scheme from 
G a m m a  programs into terms of LL. This semantics is more fine-grained than 
the tradit ional  SOS of G a m m a  in that  it highlighted the language's inefficien- 
cies. We extended linear logic, making it locality-conscious. This logic we called 
Local LL. It  does for da ta  locality what LL does for resource allocation and 
discarding. We used the new logic to suggest an alternative G a m m a  in which 
the multiset  is ordered according to some metric. We showed tha t  the G a m m a  
programming  style is essentially unchanged, but  tha t  the inefficiencies are re- 
moved. Our semantics also gives us clues for efficient da ta  partit ioning for a 
parallel implementat ion,  and yields information on the max imum parallelism we 
can a t ta in  from a G a m m a  program. 
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